
BANDSHOOT



YUTONGHUI ZHAO as Gary Valentine
HELEN CUNNINGHAM as Clem Burke

CINDY TAN as Deborah Harry
DANIEL MAYAAN as Chris Stein 

TING HUI SU as Jimmy Destri

MELIZA DEOCALES as Photographer
CHRIS HONG as Photographer’s Assistant



SYNOPSIS
We chose the Blondie shot from a selection of different band images because the lighting looked interesting and challenging 
and it used the black studio which we were keen to experiment with. We built the shot up using a single mono spotlight 
directly behind Debbie Harry to light up her hair. We initially added white screens in front of Debbie to provide the light on her 
face but on review decided a soft box was required to get the light spots in the eyes of the band members. Two additional 
mono spotlights angled at about 45 deg and quite high were the used to light up the back of the hair. We then put additional 

screens around the camera to remove the flare on the lens. 

Wigs, costume and makeup were very important for to get the light levels right and so there was enough hair to light up in the 
shot. We started with the band standing close together but found that we had to create some separation between members 

to get the high lights down arms and across shoulders. 

We then adjusted the heights and found that we had to move the camera back and then zoom in to remove the perspective 
and flatten the image to get the band members heads to be the same size with the spacing. Finally we adjusted the head 
heights to reduace the angle of the V formation, levelled shoulders and adjusted the head positions, eyes and expressions.

We were quite pleased with the effectiveness of the final image after some minor post processing. Overall, the effect of the 
lighting and arrangement appears to capture the feel of the original image. There are, however, some minor differences 

between the original image and our reproduction. 

In our image the light on Jimmy’s face spreads across the eye further than the original. However, the head position appears 
to be correct as the far side eyelashes are visible in both instances. This difference in the fall of the light may be due to 

differences in facial structure and the light being slightly further around than required. 

The top of Gary’s hair is not lit up as much as the original, although the reflections from the shirt 
and light on the face appear to be correct. This may be due to the wig being darker and shorter not picking up the light as 

well or the spotlight may have been positioned higher in the original lighting up more of the top of the head. 

In the original photo, Debbie’s hair looks as if it may have a fan on it to help it flare, but we did not 
include this, so the hair in the reproduction appears to sit a little flatter.

The band shoot proved to be an excellent and enjoyable learning opportunity, team members were organised and worked 
together extremely well.



ORIGINAL PHOTO
Band Members:  L-R: Gary Valentine, Clem Burke, Deborah Harry, Chris Stein and Jimmy Destri



SUCCESSFUL SHOT
Band Members:  L-R: Yotonghui Zhao, Helen Cunningham, Cindy Tan, Daniel Mayaan and Tinghui Su

Behind the Camera: Meliza Deocales and Chris Hong




